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 Welcome from the Executive Director 
Our last newsletter was published in July 2010, but we have hardly been
dormant since then. Our website was completely overhauled and updated
to run more efficiently, thanks to the generously donated time and talent
of Daniel Moore. If you haven’t visited it recently, go there now http://
moysesociety.org/ to explore the links to About Moyse, Moyse Archive Membership, Recordings, Newsletter, DVDs For Sale, YouTube Videos and Who's Who .
While updating the website and building a PayPal account for online
transactions, we learned that our 501(c)(3) status had been revoked because we had not filed an annual return or notice for three consecutive
years. This was due to a change in IRS laws and the fact that they had
been mailing notices to an address for the Society that was no longer
valid. Consequently, I completed the necessary application (30 pages plus
many attachments) in order to re-apply for non-profit status and it was
finally approved by the IRS on June 23, 2012. Now that our non-profit
status is again active, we will proceed with the PayPal process.
If you will be at the NFA Convention in Las Vegas, I encourage you to attend the Annual Meeting (see page two).
Thanks to Christine Moulton for her tireless efforts in keeping the MMS
going, in particular the Moyse exhibit at the NY Public Library for the
Performing Arts (in conjunction with the 2009 NFA Convention), maintaining and managing our inventory of CDs, DVDs, and newsletters, her
help with the website development, and her ongoing efforts to motivate
others in the important mission of this organization.
I want to remind our readers how important it is for us to continue to
perpetuate the memory, the performances, the writings,
and the teachings of Marcel Moyse, and even more importantly, to share these things with the next generation.
Without our efforts, his legacy will slip too easily into the
forgotten past.

Craig Johnson
Executive Director
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ANNUAL MEETING!!!!
The Annual Meeting of the Marcel Moyse Society will be
Fri., Aug. 10, 2012, 11:30-12:30 pm
at the NFA Convention in the Imperial Boardroom (next to registration).

All are welcome
We’re on Facebook!
“Friend” the Marcel Moyse Society Fan Page!
VISIT THE WEBSITE: http://www.moysesociety.org/

Thank you! to Daniel Moore in the Seattle area for his work.
Dan_J_Moore@comcast.net

From the Editor ~
The Marcel Moyse Society
Newsletter is a venue for:
♪ announcements and items of
interest to the membership
♪ articles of historical or pedagogical interest associated with
the life and teachings of Marcel Moyse
♪ sharing personal remembrances; items that are less
formal than an article but serve
to keep the spirit of Moyse’s
teachings alive.
I invite you to be a part of the
MMS Newsletter by sending in
such contributions. One does
not need to have studied with
Moyse in order to have valuable ideas about how to use his
materials, so feel welcome to
participate.
Send to:
Rebecca Dunnell
Northwest Missouri State University
800 University Drive
Maryville, MO 64468 USA

dunnell@nwmissouri.edu

MEMBERSHIP FORM
Name:
Address:
City, State, Zip:
Email:
Phone (optional):
Membership levels:
Basic: Members receive upcoming annual MMS Newsletters (in pdf) and a handsome color poster of Marcel Moyse in an animated moment teaching a masterclass
in Boswil, Switzerland, ca. 1978. Taken by Trevor Wye, the poster is suitable for
framing.
$15
Contributing: Members receive Basic Membership benefits, plus a complete set of
MMS Newsletters from 1990 to the present.
$30
Supporting: Members receive all above benefits, plus the new FRENCH TV FILM
DVD: Marcel Moyse en Son Pays.
$50
Personal checks, Traveler’s checks, and Eurochecks in USD only.

Send to:
The Marcel Moyse Society
1820 31st St., SW
Allentown, PA 18103
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The Notebooks of Marcel Moyse
by Christine Fish Moulton

As many may remember, the Marcel Moyse Society held an event at the New York Public Library for the Performing Arts, August 12, 2009, just before the NFA convention in Times Square. In conjunction with the panel
discussion, the Library had materials on display from the Marcel Moyse archives. I had the honor and pleasure
of going through the archives and helping to decide which items would best represent this legendary musician
and teacher.
Although I never met Mr. Moyse in person, spending time carefully going through the many boxes of materials
allowed me to feel a closer connection to him. There are photos, letters, programs, awards, memorabilia, etc.
One of the most fascinating parts was seeing his notebooks. His meticulous penmanship and use of different
color pens allowed a glimpse into an artist devoted to contemplation and pedagogy.
Bernard Goldberg accompanied me one day to help translate some of the writing. Below is a translation of one
page in one of the notebooks. Moyse used red pen for the questions, black for responses.

Moyse notebook from Box 8, folder 9
March 4, 2009, with Bernard Goldberg
[Page 1]

Is vibrato necessary?
Yes: if one uses it intelligently, if one knows how to employ it in good taste,
if it is of good quality.
No: if one applies it without discernment.
if it is of bad quality.
How should one vibrate?
That depends upon the genre of music.
Is it useful?
Yes, if used appropriately, and only if its nature applies to the style of the music.
No, if one uses it to the detriment of the music.
Is the vibrato an end to itself?
No, it is a means, a direct compliment.
It is justified only if the expression of the phrase demands it.
Is its influence harmful?
Always if the expression of the music does not justify it.
Are there different vibratos?
As many as there are different expressions.
A beautiful sound should vibrate naturally.
To make a sound have life is to attest to it qualities.
It is therefore nonsense to try to create vibrato of the sound before having developed the fundamental qualities on solid bases. Some advice for beginners
about working on vibrato is to emit a tone with effort/difficulty is stupidity, a
mistake, a heresy.

continued on page 5 
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24 Etudes for Solo Flute by Joachim Andersen, Op. 15 with Second Part ,
edited by Carol Wincenc, published by Lauren Kieser Music Publishing
the world over who strive for musical
F lutists
and technical mastery are familiar with the

etudes of the 19th-century Danish flute virtuoso, conductor, composer and pedagogue, Joachim Andersen.
At the height of his performing career in the newly
formed Berlin Philharmonic (of which his was a cofounder), Anderson was forced to resign his position
after his tongue became paralyzed. Subsequently he
returned to his native country and devoted himself to
composing and founding an orchestral school.
Andersen’s compositional output was mainly for flute.
His eight volumes of etudes are of the highest level.
Generations of teachers have assigned these etudes to
their students in order to encourage and enforce technical and musical growth. As a young flutist, Marcel
Moyse studied with Andersen. Carrying forth Andersen’s works as a teacher, Moyse would accompany his
students by improvising a counterpoint to the original
etude in order to support the harmonic, melodic,
rhythmic structure and contour of the lines. This
method of teaching that went much further than verbal
explanation. Doing so gave the student a much greater
sense of phrasing, intonation, rhythmic strength and
quality of sound.
International virtuoso, celebrated teacher and Moyse
protégée, Carol Wincenc, took a giant step further by
immortalizing her lessons with Moyse. In a new edition of the 24 Etudes for Solo Flute by Joachim Andersen, Op. 15 with Second Flute Part, published by
Lauren Kieser Music Publishing, Ms. Wincenc created
a second flute part to help guide students in their musical growth. The second flute part is playable not
only by the instructor, but as Ms. Wincenc suggests,
by a beginner student as well.
To put this new edition into action, I enlisted several
advanced students and teaching assistants studying at
Boston Flute Academy where I presently teach. The
format: one student would read through one of Andersen’s Op. 15 etudes in its original form. The other students formed an audience and followed along. None
had ever seen or heard the newly composed second
flute part. The student would read through the etude
again, with me playing the second flute part. To add
further interest and generate even more camaraderie,

the etude was played again, this time with one of the
students playing the second line. Next, the student
who was assigned the original study performed without the second flute part to demonstrate how their
sessions with the second flute line helped to influence
their creativity and expanded comprehension of the
etude. The benefits were immediately apparent. All
of this made for a very fun and thought-provoking
learning exercise. As an extra challenge, I asked a
couple of students to improvise their own second
lines before seeing or hearing Wincenc’s second part.
My aim for this on-the-spot exercise was to inspire
some “out-of-the-box” thinking from the students. A
few of their second parts’ harmonies and styles were
quite delightfully unexpected which helped the students appreciate the fact that a portion behind Moyse
and Wincenc’s exercise is to expect the unexpected.
Not all of the second parts are just a basic skeleton of
the original’s structure.
The goal in this format was attained: the students offered some very perceptive comments that unbeknownst to them were part of Ms. Wincenc’s intent.
One student commented that she felt forced to keep
going and not stop while playing with the second
part, a very common habit I’ve found students to do
in lessons especially while playing etudes. All of the
students felt that the second flute part definitely influenced their understanding and performance of the
etudes in a positive and constructive way. Another
student commented that he’s gained a new respect
and enjoyment of the etudes and etudes in general;
their importance in the repertoire of musical development, and yes, etudes can be fun!
I am excited to include this new edition in my own
teaching studio, and continue the cherished tradition
of my teachers and mentors. Needless to say, this
new edition is very highly and enthusiastically recommended for all instructors and students!
Thank you to the students and teaching assistants
studying in the Boston Flute Academy Conservatory
Ensemble and Seminar Class for their eager participation in the reading this new edition.
Review by David B. Houston
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24 Little Melodious Studies for Flute - Marcel Moyse
arranged by Trevor Wye and Robert Scott
http://www.scorevivo.com

I

f you are expecting to download the flute
music from Marcel Moyse’s 24 Little Melodious Studies for Flute from the Scorevivo website,
you will be sadly mistaken. What you can access
from Scorevivo’s website is printable piano accompaniments ($15) and for an additional $2, an audio
MP3 format ($17). The Wye/Scott collaboration
provides a tool for teachers and students that augments and extends the 24 Melodious Studies rhythmically and harmonically. The website states that
“countless teachers have tinkered at the piano to
provide a harmonic background in an effort to help
students better understand such musical points as
phrase structure, different musical moods and details
such as appoggiaturas and syncopations.”
The collaborators’ shared perspective of Marcel
Moyse’s studies resulted in an easily playable piano
part that underscores key musical ideas as well as
highlights the musical line. Resourceful teachers and
students can use the accompaniments to Moyse’s

Notebooks of Marcel Moyse, continued

I encourage anyone in the New York City area to
see the archives. The link to the items list is:
http://www.nypl.org/archives/2582
To view specifics of what is in each box click:
‘view finding aid’; to order boxes, click on: ‘view
catalog record’
Most importantly, if you plan on going to the
library you MUST order the archives ahead of
time. They are stored at an off-site location and
take a day or two to arrive at the NY location.

studies in a variety of ways to teach and practice
respectively.
The website states: “These studies have been used
by generations of students and teachers and are
amongst the finest flute studies ever written for
discovering the basics of musical phrasing and understanding.” The French publishing house,
Alphonse Leduc, published Marcel Moyse’s
VINGT-QUATRE PETITES ÉTUDES MÉLODIQUES avec variations (24 Short Melodious
Studies with Variations) in 1932 and undoubtedly
maintains the copyright for this flute treasure.
What Trevor Wye and Robert Scott have provided
are piano accompaniments to each of the studies
with the flute melody’s rhythmic skeleton above
the piano part. Thank you for your pedagogical
contribution to the repertoire.
Review by Priscilla Ochran-Holt

Marcel Moyse's 24 Little Melodic Etudes:
A Guided Exploration podcast and blog
Go to: http://moyse24etudes.com
Christine Moulton has started posting podcasts, also
available on iTunes, guiding musicians through each
etude in Moyse's well-known book.
She welcomes comments and feedback, either on the blog
page or at cmoulton@mansfield.edu
Together we will keep Moyse's legacy alive.
Bernard Z. Goldberg Virtuosity for the Flute, with
Laurie Glencross, Wendell Dobbs, Lisa Levinson, and Cesar Reyes

July 22 - 29, 2012
at the Mountainside Conference Center, Bethany, WV
(39 miles from Pittsburgh International Airport)

Call 412 521-5451 for a brochure.

Christine Fish Moulton

Click here for PDF of the Goldberg brochure p.1 Click here for p. 2
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Remembrances . . .
Susan Rotholz shares these thoughts:
I studied with Marcel Moyse from the time he was 88 to when he was 95. I began at his
master classes in Vermont, went to the Bosville, Switzerland master classes, and then
drove through the Swiss Alps with Blanche Honnegger Moyse and Marcel to the Jura in
France to study in his home town of Saint Amour. When I was getting my M.M. at Yale,
I drove up to Brattleboro every other week for long lessons with him. We would listen to
a lot of vocal music and work on Mozart, Bach, Anderson etudes, style, sound, color,
meaning of the music, light, and most of all, life. The life of the sound, its vibrancy and
presence was what he looked for in his students. He would brighten his eyes, jut his finger and arm up to the sky and say "eeeee" with a smile. Often, students interpreted this
gesture as meaning that the pitch needed to be sharper, but what he was looking for was
the life of the note, both in its independence and its life within the line. Amidst the myriad of ideas and lessons that I learned from him, the concept of the life of the note - of the
sound - of the music - resonated then and continues to resonate now with me throughout
my journey as a flutist and teacher.

Takeaki Miyamae remembers:
I first met Marcel Moyse when I attended his masterclass held in Matsumoto, Japan in
1977. I was eleven years old and played By the Brook by P. Wetzger as a welcome performance for him. The following summer Marcel invited me to his home in Brattleboro
and gave me private lessons for several weeks. He never taught me how to play the flute
(which I call bottom-up approach); rather, his lesson to me was “think whole music, work
on each note.” He focused on a meaning and quality for each single note, the relationships between the notes, within and throughout the whole music in order to bring the
music to life. He expressed by words, gestures and singing, and made me think and devise how to produce such quality of sounds and construct phrases. For example, in Hue’s
Fantaisie, Marcel said that “there are notes mainly representing singing and notes
mainly representing movement and/or rhythm, and these contrasts play a crucial role
in phrases of the 3/8 parts. With this in mind, look for what each single note’s sound
should be and find a way to make an ideal connection between notes.” In his masterclass
held in Hawaii in 1978 he demanded of me over and over again “purity and suppleness
of tone” for the opening of the second movement of the Ibert Concerto. He did not give
me “OK” until I could manage to exteriorize a targeted sound. One day in a private lesson Marcel asked me to play 24 Etudes by J. Andersen Op.15 from No. 1 to No. 24 (all of
them at once!) and I did it. After listening to my performance he explained what kind of
expressive techniques each etude presented and taught me how to practice each one in
detail. Though I was very young, his musical approach – top-down approach – had a decisive influence to shape my musical expression as a musician. I found later that the topdown approach was also true as a scientist.
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From Priscilla Ochran Holt :

M

y life changed the summer of 1971. That summer I played my flute for Marcel
Moyse in Brattleboro, Vermont. I had known of Mr. Moyse through the stories
that my teacher/his former student, Marge Veleta, told during our lessons. I had seen his
picture in her home and I was using his method books. My dad listened as I repeated the
Moyse stories on the drive home each week. It was after one of these lessons that my
teacher urged my dad to allow me to attend a 10-day master class give by Mr. Moyse. Dad
told her to make the arrangements and I was enrolled as one of the 15 participating flutists.
I was eager to meet and play for the esteemed teacher. I prepared his entire book, VINGTQUATRE PETITES ETUDES MELODIQUES avec variations and numerous arias form
Tone Development through Interpretation. My teacher assured me, “Moyse likes to teach
using these books. He will use you to teach everyone in the room.” That spring, I dreamed about being in Vermont
and playing my flute for Mr. Moyse. When my dad drove me to Vermont, the trees, the mountains, the class and the
Wilmington Red Cricket Inn (an off-season ski lodge with bunk beds) wasn’t exactly a high school flutist’s dream
come true - it was much better!
The class began the day after my 17th birthday. I arrived early at St. Michael’s Episcopal Church in Brattleboro; I
found the fellowship hall and took a seat. I quickly got my pen, notebook, and tape recorder ready; I was determined
to remember this experience totally. A hush fell over the room as Mr. Moyse entered. He appeared as eager as I was.
His twinkling eyes searched each of the faces in the room. He tipped his summer “chapeau” to students who had returned from previous classes. Sitting quickly in his chair, he said simply, “Let’s begin!” My notebook quickly filled
with words about life. Moyse said: “always play with life in the tone”; “always sing and play exercises with life”;
“vibrato is not always life”; “say E with Hello”; “a trill is a smile”; “play for across the room - like saying hello to the
door”; and “open throat and send note.”
Finally it was my turn to play. I started at the beginning of his book. At the conclusion of No. 1, he asked who my
teacher was and I told him. Then he said, “Let’s begin again.” I was calmer now and he began to stop me frequently
saying, “You need to add each note. It leads to the next, up to the top–as a mountain.” “Grow in the center. Make
smooth legato in the interclass and accent the peak of each phrase.” “You can breathe every measure if you need to don’t apologize for the breath.” I continued with the variations. He said, “all music is variation”; “start the first variation very softly (the attack) like the pedal of the piano.” He said to think of the second variation as “a beautiful tone
color, as though the sun shines through the leaves, very soft at the beginning. Think not of each note- but of the
phrase as a whole; and each note connecting.” I loved playing for him and forgot about the class, but on the third
variation he brought me back to task, cautioning me to guard the “pitch on the A’s and keep arms still.” What a wonderful mix of inspiration and perspiration as I completed nine melodies. He said, “You have a good teacher.”
During the summers that followed, friends from Bernard Goldberg’s studio at Duquesne University joined me as I
made my annual journey to Vermont: Patty Easterbrook, Diana Lawrence, and Barb Bashor. Together we shared
Moyse’s Vermont sunlight shining through the leaves of his grandson’s art studio in West Brattleboro where classes
were now held. Eventually, I graduated into the chamber music seminar. My Pittsburgh friends, Jim George, Judy
Lucas, Brian Kirschner, Kathy Morse and Bonnie Unruh joined me to meet professionals: Christine Nield, Jackie
Hofto, Fritz Kramer, Max Schoenfeld, Pat Grignet Nott, Fred Cohen, Linda Strommen, Dave Kappy, Robert Fries,
Roland Small, Linda Harwell and others. Together we took turns listening to and alternating parts on works by Beethoven, Bernard, Cambini, d’Indy, Enesco, Gounod, Mozart, Reicha, Rossini and Strauss. We shared Hans Imboden’s
gourmet meals and fine lodging and in return filled his Marlboro Inn with music until we were exhausted. We welcomed Madeline Foley as she joined us on cello for the Dvorak Serenade and pianist Peter Serkin, who had come
simply to listen. We shared life with Moyse.
Four decades later, I appreciate the special opportunity my private teacher, parents, and Mr. Moyse had provided for
me in 1971: a week apart, the opportunity to share music with students and professionals and make new musical acquaintances and friends by sharing meals, conversations and music and the willingness of a great master to teach a
young and eager student. The 24 Short melodious studies with variations holds a special place in my heart! And I almost forgot to mention, Moyse signed my etude book,
“To Priscilla Ochran Souvenir from Seminar 1971 Marcel Moyse.”
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MOYSEIANA
FRENCH TV FILM DVD: Marcel Moyse en Son Pays, filmed in St. Amour with Michel Debost, now has English subtitles
and a new introduction by Bernard Goldberg. NOW $35 (includes shipping)
BOOK - Tone Development Through Interpretation (McGinnis & Marx) - $35
Color poster of Marcel Moyse in an animated moment teaching a masterclass in Boswil, Switzerland, ca. 1978. Taken by
Trevor Wye, the poster is suitable for framing - $10
Complete set of newsletters, 1990 to 2005 - $30 (includes shipping)
CD - The Recorded Legacy of Marcel Moyse - $18
includes 18 digitally remastered recordings made from 1927 to 1938. Selections on this CD include:
Drigo: Les Millions d'Arlequin -Serenade; Hue: Fantaisie; Couperin/Fleury: Pieces de Clavecin, Le Rossignol en Amour; Seghers: Souvenir de Gand; Doppler: Fantaisie Pastorale Hongroise; Ferroud: Trois pieces pour flute seule; Wetzger: Am Waldesbach; Bizet/Guiraud: L'Arlesienne Suite; Ibert: Piece pour flute seule; Genin: Carnival of Venice; Dvorak: Humoresque; Reichert: Fantaisie Melancolique; Lalo: Namouana; Genin: Fantaisie sur un Air Napolitain; Tchaikovsky: Andante Cantabile from
String Quartet in D; Telemann: Essercizii Musici
CD - The French School at Home - $15 includes restored and remastered recordings of Moyse performing 22 etudes:
Moyse: 24 Small Melodic Studies (Nos. 1-4, 7-10, 15, 22); 25 Small Melodic Studies (No. 3, 10, 25); Soussmann: 24 Daily
Studies (No. 15, 22); Furstenau: Bouquet of Tones (No. 9); Andersen: Opus 15 (Nos. 3, 4a, 8, 15, 16, 18)
CD - Tone Development Through Interpretation - $15
also featuring Lous Moyse, (piano, flute), Blanche Honegger-Moyse (violin, piano):
Messager - Fortunio; Massenet - Sapho; Bruneau - L'Attaque du Moulin; Weber/Demersseman - Oberon; Magali - Popular
Song; Massenet - Entr'acte from Werther; Verdi/Moyse - Il Trovatore; Reichert - Fantaisie Melancolique; Tulou - Fantaisie;
Bizet - L'Arlesienne; Beethoven - Sonate; Bach - Adagio from Trio Sonate; Handel - Adagio from Trio Sonate; Japanese Song Karatachi-no-Hano
Unless otherwise stated, shipping costs will be added to each order.
Available from:
The Marcel Moyse Society
1820 31st St., SW
Allentown, PA 18103

Email: cmoulton@mansfield.edu
Phone: 484-553-8975

The Marcel Moyse Society supports the promotion of eight hours of instructional DVDs available from Moyse Enterprises.
These DVDs are not available from MMS. Please go to this website: http://www.marcelmoysedvd.com/
DVD: MARCEL MOYSE: GRAND OLD MAN OF THE FLUTE, a one-hour documentary on the life and art of Marcel
Moyse narrated by James Galway, with interviews with Paula Robison, Jean-Pierre Rampal, Rudolph Serkin, Peter Serkin,
Claude Frank, Blanche Moyse, Louis Moyse, Julia Bogorad, and others.
DVDs of Marcel Moyse teaching flute students during a 1975 seminar. Tapes feature various students playing diverse music,
and are strictly educational in content.
#1: Interview of Marcel Moyse by Blanche Moyse, transcript included, 55 min.
#2: Mozart Concerto #1 in G Major Flutist Carol Wincenc, Lesson #1
#3: Mozart Concerto #1 in G Major Flutist Carol Wincenc, Lesson #2
#4: Reichert's Fantaisie Melancolique, Opus 1 Flutist Julia Bogorad, Lesson #1
#5: Reichert's Fantaisie Melancolique, Opus 1 Flutist Julia Bogorad, Lesson #2
#6: Marcel Moyse's 24 Small Melodic Studies Flutist Chris Potter
#7: Marcel Moyse's 24 Small Melodic Studies & Debussy's Syrinx Marcel Moyse's 24 Small Melodic Studies, flutist Sara Tutland; Debussy's Syrinx, flutist Marie Herseth
#8: Tulou Trio, Opus 65 & T. Boehm's Air Varie de la Molinara, Opus 4 Tulou Trio, Opus 65, flutists: Julia Bogorad, Alex
Ogle, Max Schoenfeld; T. Boehm's Air Varie de la Molinara, Opus 4, flutist Susan Hyman

